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Abstract
Agribusinesses are investigating sustainable ways to meet the predicted increased demand for food production
due to an increasing world population and higher living standards. Therefore, there is a strong need to increase
agronomic output. This paper will review the current state of agricultural production of the main annual top-five
staple grain crops grown around the world, their current yields and harvested area averages and trends. It
concludes with a discussion of which changes are needed to increase the yield in lower yielding areas of the
world. Finally, there is an assessment of what level of yield increases that could be attained provided the
proposed changes are made and its predicted impact on food security by 2050.
The current yield trends and trends for harvested area, when extrapolated out to 2050, indicate crop production
will increase 106%. This includes an expansion of the total crop production area by 31%. This increase of
cropping area can be achieved by increased utilization of available, uncropped land suitable for crop production,
increased double cropping, and relay intercropping, allowing for multiple crops in a calendar year.
In order to double crop production by 2050, it is necessary to focus on growing crops where the conditions make
it possible, adopt the best sustainable crop production practices and implement them as intensively as possible
everywhere, and consider improved crop production machine system options to reduce risk of soil compaction,
which can reduce crop yields.
With proposed changes across the world, it will be possible to exceed a doubling of food production by 2050
relative to 2005 levels, providing a reasonable high level of food security, absent wars and widespread natural
disasters.
Keywords: crop production, food security, grain, machine system, soil compaction, sustainability
1. Introduction
The population of the earth is expected to exceed 9 billion by the year 2050 (King et al., 2017; Taheri, Azadi, &
D’Haese 2017), which puts pressure on agriculture around the world: More people will need to be fed from the
land suitable for crop production, which will be in competition with more land needed for urban sprawl. Food
demand is predicted to increase more rapidly than population growth due to change in dietary preferences. This
effect has precipitated estimates for a need to increase the food production by 70-100% by 2050 (Borlaug, 2007;
King et al., 2017). This dietary preference change is driven by a predicted growing level of prosperity. With
increased prosperity comes a desire among people to include more animal protein in their diet (Dong & Fuller,
2010). As the demand for animal protein increases, so does the need for animal feedstock, which has to come
from an increase in crop production.
In order to address this issue of ever-increasing food demand from the available land area suitable for crop
production, emphasis needs to be placed on increased food production per unit of land per year. Smith (2013)
offers a definition for this intensification of production done in a sustainable way, or “sustainable intensification”,
which reads “The process of delivering more, safe, nutritious food per unit of input resource, whilst allowing the
current generation to meet its needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.” Farmers in the future need to focus on creating the most suitable, sustainable conditions for plant growth
and select the most appropriate crops in order to maximize the yield and nutritional content (Green et al., 2015).
Some improvements can be expected from genetics development (Jaggard, 2010). Management systems focused
on increasing land productivity will increase actual yields (Hatfield & Walthall, 2015), especially management of
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nutrients aand water in order
o
to closee the yield gaap where it exxists around thhe world (Muueller et al., 2012).
Increasingg the number of crops groown in a singgle year is alsso a possibiliity based on local tempera
atures
throughouut the year and water availabiility, as either rrain or irrigatioon. Such oppoortunities for inncreasing harvested
area throuugh double or triple
t
croppingg or relay inteercropping are not fully utiliized. Ray and Foley (2013) state
that there are large harveest gaps in Laatin America annd Africa and globally, whicch amounts to an extra harvested
crop everyy other year annd theoreticallly would boosst agricultural production byy more than 444%, at least in
n the
short term
m. Martin-Guayy et al. (2018) indicate throuugh meta-analyysys that intercropping, if im
mplemented widely
the wworldd over, has thee potential to iincrease the prroduction by 38% alone. Goddfray (2013) ssuggests the grrowth
in demandd will require action
a
on food production, diiet, waste and efficiency, andd governance oof the food sysstem.
Mauser ett al. (2015) foorecast throughh modeling w
with historical weather data that it is posssible to satisfy
y the
biomass nneeds by 2050 only throughh crop growth management without increaasing the totall global area under
u
cultivationn.
Effects of climate changge are not conssidered in this paper becausee of the inconssistent reportedd effects. Nelson et
al. (2014) report that cliimate change iinduced tempeerature changee, but without the influence of elevated ca
arbon
dioxide levvels, will causse a reduction of yields of 177%, whereas B
Bourgault et all. (2016) reporrt that yields of pea
cultivars inncrease by 26%
% when subjected to elevateed carbon dioxxide concentraations in the airr (550 ppm) versus
control (4000 ppm) underr rain fed condditions with suppplemental irriigation.
This paperr reviews the current state of agriculturall production oof the main annnual top-five staple grain crops
c
grown aroound the worldd, their current yields and hharvested area averages and trends as repoorted to FAO from
1989-20133. It concludess with a discusssion of whichh contextual annd constrainedd changes are needed to increase
the yield inn low yieldingg areas. Finallyy, there is an aassessment of w
what level of yyield increasess could be atta
ained,
provided tthat the contexxtual and consstrained changes are made, aand what the ppredicted impaact will be on food
security byy 2050.
2. Top-Fivve Grain Yield
d and Producttion Data & T
Trends
To answerr the question if yield and pproduction trennds in general will approachh the needs off doubling the crop
productionn by 2050, a review of thee yield trendss for the top-ffive grain croops from arouund the world was
performedd. The top-five grain crops arre as follows: M
Maize (Zea maays), rice (Oryyza stavia), whheat (Triticum spp.),
s
soybeans ((Glycine max), and sorghum
m (Sorghum biccolor). Twentyy-five years of global yield ddata, their trend
d line
and assocciated regressiion equation are shown inn appendix foor these top-fi
five grain crops in Figuress 1-5
(FAOSTAT
T, 2015).
From Figuure 1, it is eviddent that the reegional maize yyield is clearlyy highest in the United Statees of America, with
a higher aaverage yield than
t
anywheree else in the w
world. Howevver, the trend lline rate of yield increase in
n the
United Staates of Americaa

Figgure 1. Maize (Zea Mais) yieeld between 19989-2013 for tthe whole worlld and major reegions with
trend liine and equatioon
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is only seccond in the woorld at 109 kg//ha/year. Southh America, as a region, has tthe highest annual trend line
e rate
of yield inncrease at 118 kg/ha/year.
k
Onn a worldwide level, the trennd line rate of yyield increase is at 74 kg/ha//year,
and the low
west trend linee rate of yield iincrease is in A
Africa with onnly 24 kg/ha/yeear increase peer year of trend
d line
rate of yielld increase.
Figure 2 shhows that rice yield is higheest in Australiaa, but the trendd line rate of yiield increase iss much lower, at 42
kg/ha/yearr, than what is the case for thhe United Statees of America at 93 kg/ha/yeear. Worldwidee, the trend line
e rate
of yield inncrease is 43 kg/ha/year,
k
sam
me as for Asiaa. Again, here the lowest yieelding area and the area with the
lowest trennd line rate of yield increase is Africa withh only 25 kg/haa/year.

Figure 22. Rice (Oryza stavia) yield bbetween 1989-22013 for the w
whole world annd major regionns with trend line
annd equation.
minates with rrespect to wheaat yields as shoown on Figuree 3. However, their trend line
e rate
The Europpean Union dom
of yield inncrease at 35 kg/ha/year
k
is loower than that of Africa at 443 kg/ha/year. The worldwidde trend line ra
ate of
yield increease is at 31 kg/ha/year.
k
Thee graph for Assia gives somee rise for conccern, since theiir trend line ra
ate of
yield increease is negativee at -9 kg/ha/yyear.

Figure 3. Wheat (Triticuum ssp.) yield between 19899-2013 for the w
whole world aand major regioons with trend line
annd equation
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In the casse of soybeanss, Figure 4 shhows that the U
United States of America, the European Union, and South
S
America aare competing closely for whho have the hiighest yield in a given year. In some yearss, Australia is even
able to shoow competitivee yield results.. However, thee trend line ratee of soybean yyield increase iis highest for South
S
America aat 34 kg/ha/yeaar followed byy Africa at 26 kg/ha/year. T
The worldwidee trend line ratte of soybean yield
increase iss at 25 kg/haa/year. The loowest trend linne rate of yieeld increase is for the Eurropean Union at 3
kg/ha/yearr.

end
Figure 4. Soybean (Glyycine Max) yieeld between 19989-2013 for tthe whole worlld and major regions with tre
line and equation
The Europpean Union haas the highest yields in sorghhum followedd by the Unitedd States of Am
merica as show
wn in
Figure 5.

Figure 55. Sorghum (Sorghum bicoloor) yield betweeen 1989-20133 for the wholee world and maajor regions wiith
trend liine and equatioon
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However, Australia has the greatest treend line rate oof yield increasse at 62 kg/ha//year followedd by South Am
merica
at 25 kg/hha/year. The woorldwide trendd line rate of yyield increase is only 3 kg/hha/year. The grraph for the United
States of A
America givess some rise foor concern, sinnce their trendd line rate off yield increase is negative at -6
kg/ha/yearr.
Figure 6 ggraphs the woorld yield for tthe top-five grrains, which aallows for an easy comparisson view the yield
trends for the top-five grrains.

Figure 6. Worrld yield of thee top-five grainns between 19889-2013 with ttrend line and equation
That is alsso the case forr Figure 7, whhich displays thhe area harvessted the world over of the toop-five grain crops,
and finallyy Figure 8 dispplays the produuction of the toop-five grains aaround the woorld.

Figurre 7. World haarvested area foor the top-five grains betweeen 1989-2013 w
with trend linee and equation
2
Each of thhe Figures havee the linear treend line includded for each croop, which alloows for extrapoolation out to 2050,
under the aassumption thaat a linear curvve fit is approppriate for the ddata analyzed. R
Reviewing thee R2 values for each
crop’s lineear curve fit inddicates the apppropriateness oof the linear fitt. The R² valuees are reportedd in the Figures just
under the eequation for thhe linear curvee fit for each crrop.
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Fiigure 8. Worldd production foor the top 5 graains between 1989-2013 withh trend line and equation
3. Analysiis & Predictioons
Table 1 beelow summarizzes the yields ppredicted by thhe linear curve fit for 1989, 22005 and 2013, compares the
em to
the actual reported dataa, and predictss where the yyields by 20500 (FAOSTAT, 2015). The yield values for the
top-five crrops were com
mpared to reporrted yield valuues from a secoond source (Innforma, 2016) and found to differ
d
less than 22% for maize,, wheat and sooybeans, but yyield of rice iss 34% lower aand sorghum iis 6-10% high
her as
predicted bby Informa v//s FAOSTAT. T
The differencee in rice yield and sorghum yield was nott apparent from
m the
data nor thhe associated teext in the docuument in whichh the data was presented.
Table 1. Y
Yield evolution for the periodd 1989-2013 annd yield predicction for 2050 iin t/ha
Crop

Trend Line
Annual Yield
Change

1989
Trend
Line Yield

19889
Acttual
Yieeld

1989
Error

20005
Trrend
Liine Yield

2005
Actuaal
Yieldd

2013
Trend
Line Yield

2013
Actual
Yield

2013
Error

2050
Est.
Yield

% Yield
Increasse
2005-2050

Maize

0.074

3.52

3.62

-2.7%

4.70

4.82

5.29

5.50

-3.8%

8.02

70.6%

Rice

0.043

3.39

3.45

-1.8%

4.09

4.09

4.44

4.49

-1.1%

6.04

47.8%

Wheat

0.031

2.36

2.37

-0.7%

2.86

2.85

3.11

3.27

-4.9%

4.27

49.3%

Soybeans

0.025

1.90

1.83

3.9%

2.29

2.32

2.49

2.47

0.5%

3.39

48.1%

Sorghum

0.003

1.35

1.32

2.3%

1.39

1.29

1.41

1.48

-4.4%

1.50

8.1%

It is evidennt from Table 1 that if the linnear trend linee for yield proggression continnues out to 20550, then a doubling
of producttion will only happen
h
with ann associated inncrease of the aarea harvested of each crop.
Table 2 beelow shows thee harvested areea predicted byy the linear currve fit illustratted from Figurre 7 for 1989, 2005,
2
and 2013, compares the harvested areaa predicted by the trend line to the actual rreported data, and predicts where
w
the harvessted area will end
e up in 20550. This data w
was compared to a second ssource (Inform
ma, 2016). The data
differed leess than 2.2%
% except the aarea harvestedd for sorghum
m is 8-9% low
wer as predicteed by Informa v/s
FAOSTAT
T. It was not appparent from thhe data and asssociated text w
what caused thiis difference.
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Table 2. Harvested area evolution for the period 1989-2013 and prediction for harvested area in 2050 in Mha
Crop

Trend Line
Annual
Change

1989
Trend
Line Area

1989
Actual
Area

1989
Error

2005
Trend
Line Area

2005
Actual
Area

2013
Trend
Line Area

2013
Actual
Area

2013
Error

2050
Est.
Area

% Area
Increase
2005-2050

Maize

1.87

123

132

-6.9%

153

148

168

185

-9.5%

237

55.1%

Rice

0.68

144

149

-3.0%

155

155

161

165

-2.7%

186

19.7%

Wheat

-0.29

223

227

-1.6%

218

220

216

219

-1.4%

205

-6.1%

Soybeans

2.43

48

59

-18.4%

87

93

106

112

-4.9%

196

126.0%

Sorghum

-0.09

44

45

-0.8%

43

46

42

42

-0.2%

39

-9.8%

582

611

-4.7%

656

662

693

723

-4.2%

862

31.5%

Total

As seen in the bottom right hand field in Table 2, the trend line prediction for area harvested to the top-five grain
crops will increase by 31.5% by 2050 relative to 2005.
According to Bruinsma (2003), approximately 36% of the land suitable for crop production worldwide is used in
crop production (1.5 of 4.17 billion hectares) in which appears to be 1999 data. Based on the analyzed data from
FAOSTAT (2015), the increase in the predicted harvested area between 1999 and 2050, based on the linear curve
fit equation, is 39%, which would be an increase of 241 million ha for the top-five grain crops. Assuming the
needed increase for other crops is the same, then that will require an increase in the cultivated area worldwide
from the 1.5 billion ha in 1999 to 2.1 billion ha in 2050, which will be 48% of the worldwide available area
suitable for crop production, an additional 600 million ha or a 12%-age point increase.
Where will this additional harvested area come from? According to Bruinsma (2003) there are 1.8 billion ha of
land suitable for rain fed crop cultivation with yield potential over an acceptable minimum level. Of this land,
90% of it is in sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America. The estimated amount of additional land available for
cultivation in sub-Saharan Africa is more than 700 million ha. However, some of these lands may not be
profitable to farm due to lack of available efficient markets for inputs and outputs and due to poor or lacking
infrastructure (FAO, 2009).
The calculated actual and predicted production based on the actual yields and harvested area, their trend lines
and predictions for 2050, are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. World production of the top-five grains for the period 1989-2013 and prediction for production in 2050
in kT
2050
Est.
Prod.

% Prod.
Increase
2005-2050

Crop

Trend Line
Annual
Change

1989
Trend
Line Prod.

1989
Actual
Prod.

1989
Error

2005
Trend
Line Prod.

2005
Actual
Prod.

2013
Trend
Line Prod.

2013
Actual
Prod.

Maize

19.52

432

477

-9.4%

717

714

886

1,018

-13.0%

1,896

164.5%

Rice

9.42

490

514

-4.7%

635

634

713

741

-3.8%

1,123

76.9%

Wheat

6.13

526

538

-2.3%

624

627

671

716

-6.2%

875

40.2%

Soybeans

7.29

91

107

-15.2%

199

215

264

276

-4.4%

665

234.7%

Sorghum

-0.03

60

59

1.4%

60

60

59

62

-4.6%

58

-2.5%

1,599

1,696

-5.7%

2,234

2,249

2,594

2,813

-7.8%

4,617

106.7%

Total

2013
Error

The predictions look favorable based on the stated need for doubling the crop production by 2050 as a way to
feed the increased world population, even with the increase in animal protein people will demand because of
increased affluence. However, besides the concern about some of the available land suitable for cropping may
not be profitable to farm due to lack of markets and infrastructure, there are also other concerns related to its
availability, such as a need to preserve some areas where endangered wild animals live and breed.
4. Alternative Pathways
If the harvested area expansion ends up falling short of the predicted area as derived from the linear
extrapolation, the question then is: “Is it possible that the yields can increase beyond what is predicted by the
linear extrapolation for 2050?”
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To answerr this question,, a number of parameters muust be consideered. First, is thhe rainfall adeequate in regions of
the world w
where the yiellds are trailing other regions of the world w
with similar soil conditions? Figure 9 show
ws the
average daaily rainfall data generated byy the GLDAS--1 NOAH moddel for 1979-2008 (NOAH, 22011).

Figure 9. Daaily rainfall avverages in milliimeters based on 1979-20088 data (NOAH,, 2011)
The worldd rainfall map in Figure 9 shhows that the ddaily rainfall aaverages in areas of the worrld known for high
top 5 grainn yields, like thhe corn belt off the United Staates of Americca, Western Euurope, the Cerrrados of Brazill, and
the Humidd Pampa regioon of Argentinna, are also prresent in otherr parts of the world, such aas in large areas of
Sub-Saharran Africa and in South-Eastt Asia. Therefoore, from a mooisture availabbility point of vview, these reg
gions
would havve the potentiall to produce yiields at similarr levels also.
In terms oof comparabiliity of climatic conditions, F
Figure 10 indiccates that there are similar cconditions in some
high yieldiing areas of thhe world and inn Sub-Saharann Africa, whichh again indicattes that the cliimatic conditio
ons is
not the keyy reason why yields
y
are as loow as they are in these areas..

Figure 10. Woorldwide climaate classificatioon (FAO-SDRN
N, 1997)
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Against this background, it is reasonable to expect that yields in Sub-Saharan Africa can be raised to the levels of
yields in countries like Brazil and Argentina, given similar availability of high quality seeds, sufficient quantities
of the necessary fertilizers, and efficient crop production technology.
Is it possible to double the crop production by 2050 if it is not possible to expand the harvested area by 600
million hectares as the predicted precondition if solely the yields predicted by the trend line projections for each
region of the world come true? Is it possible to double crop production if the best practices and methods are
broadly disseminated across the world and only half of the needed harvested area is added or if the harvested
area remains at the 2013 level? Table 4 seeks to shed light on that issue.
Table 4. World production levels in kT by 2050 relative to 2005 & 2013 with focus on increasing yield and some
or no increase in harvested area
Crop

2005 Actual
Prod.

2013 Actual
Prod.

2050 Est. Prod.
+300 Mha SSA

Increase relative
to 2005

2050 Est. Prod.
2013 area

Increase relative
to 2005

Maize
Rice
Wheat
Soybeans
Sorghum
Total

714
634
627
215
60
2,249

1,018
741
716
276
62
2,813

2,289
1,964
1,676
590
232
6,751

220.7%
209.6%
167.4%
175.2%
288.4%
200.2%

1,882
1,542
1,320
403
110
5,256

163.8%
143.1%
110.6%
87.6%
84.1%
133.7%

By focusing on yield gains around the world for all crops, through dissemination of best seed genetics for each
possible growing region, as well as adopting best practices and methods, including availability of the needed
inputs to enhance and defend the yield potential, it is likely that the yield levels will be higher than indicated by
the linear extrapolations out to 2050 for each crop and region. An estimate for what the production for each crop
could reach by 2050 without any increase in harvested area and half the increase indicated by the trend line yield
increases are shown in Table 4. The yields projected for 2050 by extrapolating the linear yield trend line for each
crop in each region were ordered from highest to lowest. The two highest yielding regions were assigned the
highest yield, the third highest yielding region was assigned the second highest yield, and regions with
fourth-sixth highest yield were assigned the third highest yield. However, Sub-Saharan Africa were always
assigned the predicted South American yield for each crop per the discussion above related to the available rain
fall and climate zone being similar to the high yielding areas of South America. With this as the basis, it is clear
from Table 4 that it is possible to increase the crop production by 134% without any increase in harvested area
relative to 2013. By adding 300 million hectares to crop production in Sub-Saharan Africa, half of the increase in
harvested area indicated in Table 2 would be realized, and it would then triple world crop production.
5. Sustainability of Crop Production Intensification
The intensification of crop production will have to be done in a way that the land base can sustain in the long run.
Proposed methods and processes must leave the utilized resources in an equal or better condition over time to
support continued use. The agricultural practices must conserve the land used for crop production and as a feed
base for animal production, as well as be commercially viable (Gold, 2009; FAO, 2017).
Agricultural practices have evolved over the last three or four decades. Practices that focus on sustaining the soil
have gained increased interest by farmers. Conservation tillage covers a spectrum of such practices and based on
the key observation that crop residue left on the soil surface from the time of crop harvest until the following
crop has emerged and beyond protects against wind and water soil erosion.
Proper erosion control often requires 30% or more crop residue cover immediately after planting of the
subsequent crop. No-till leaves the soil undisturbed up until planting of the following crop (Nafziger, 2009).
However, planting does disturb the crop residue to some degree, so in practice if at least 70% of the soil is
covered with crop residue, then it is considered no-till. The effect of surface residue on soil erosion can be
dramatic. Just 30% of the soil surface covered with plant residue after planting will reduce erosion by 50%
compared to a bare field and 70% residue coverage will reduce erosion by 90% (Nafziger, 2009).
Growing cover crops in the period between two cash crops appears to be even more effective in reducing soil
erosion. Laloy and Bielders (2009) reports that the soil erosion is reduced by more than 94% when cover crops
are grown as compared to land left untouched with just the stubbles from maize harvest for silage. This indicates
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that the presence of a growing crop in the soil at all times has the potential to significantly reduce soil erosion
over having just some amount of crop residue covering the soil surface between growing two cash crops.
However, having crop residue covering the soil surface is better than bare soil in controlling erosion. According
to SARE (2012), there are additional benefits associated with growing cover crops between two cash crops, such
as increased soil health, reduced fertilizer need, moisture conservation, and suppressed weed and disease
infestations.
Sustainability of crop production can also be affected by when and how the field activities are executed and the
specifications of the machines used. According to DeJong-Hughes (2001), wheel traffic is without a doubt the
major cause of soil compaction, and some compaction can be beneficial in dryer years, but any degree of
compaction is detrimental in wetter years. The threat of soil compaction is greater today because of the dramatic
increase in the size of farm equipment (Duiker, 2004). Yield losses can be severe, up to 98% in the year of severe
compaction in no-till conditions, but the soil will bounce back to yields of 85% in the second year without tillage
and stabilize at around 93% after that relative to an uncompacted soil (Duiker, 2004). Schneider et al. (2017)
reported that removal of root-restricting layers by a form of deep tillage generally resulted in a yield
improvement of 20% relative to deep tillage of fields without a root-restricting layer. Soil compaction can be
minimized by avoiding field work when the soil is too wet, by avoiding use of oversized machinery, and by
practicing controlled traffic farming, CTF, where the same wheel tracks, or traffic lanes, are used by all machines
year after year, leaving the remaining soil uncompacted (Wolkowski, 2008).
6. Discussion
The analyzed data and extrapolation thereof indicate that it is possible to raise crop production to the required
level to feed the expected world population in 2050, even with an increase in demand for more animal protein in
the diet by middle class people, which is expected to increase percentage wise as well. This prediction assumes
that the expected yield increases materialize, and a sufficient portion of the stated available land suitable for crop
production is brought into production, or that yield spread is reduced between regions of the world through
widespread use of most appropriate seed technology for the region, fertilizers, crop production methods, and
efficient machinery.
What are indicated as needed to achieve a doubling of crop production by 2050, can mostly be driven through
the political process. It requires political action to put the infrastructure enhancements in place to increase access
to efficient markets and low-cost energy, both liquid and gaseous fuels, and electricity. Access to sufficient
financing required for acquiring the necessary modern farm machinery, as well as the needed crop production
inputs, to attain the world level top yields, will likely require collateral, like assurance that the farm operator can
prove ownership of the land that he farms. A policy change in countries where land ownership is not currently
sanctioned might be necessary to gain access to the financial markets. Access to best seed technology and
sufficient fertilizers suited for the local growing conditions will require trade among nations with limited
restrictions, which again relies on political initiative to secure free access to foreign markets to buy and sell what
is needed for crop production. In the case of accessing the best seed technology, it can be a question of honoring
intellectual property rights between countries, which again requires political attention to be put in place, if it is
not already the case.
7. Conclusions
A review of the worldwide top-five grain yield and area harvested trends and extrapolation of the trend lines
indicate a doubling of crop production is possible by 2050. If the increase in area harvested is not allowed to
increase to the extent indicated by the extrapolation of the trend line, then its effect on production can more than
be compensated for by broad adopting of appropriate seed technology, equipment technology, best practices, and
adequate access to fertilizers. Even a tripling of crop production is possible if half of the indicated increase in
harvested area is also realized. This might require politically driven reforms in some areas of the world, where
infrastructure and access limit efficient crop production. Increased farm machinery size is an additional threat to
yield increases. Targeted use of large machines when the soil is capable of supporting them is indicated.
Alternatively, Controlled Traffic Farming could be used to limit soil compaction impact on crop yields.
With higher degrees of automation of functions on modern farm machinery, the leap to full autonomy becomes
smaller with time. Considerations should be made for what a machine system for crop production could look like
and its potential impact on soil compaction, future yield and crop production sustainability.
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